
ESSAY ABOUT RAINY SEASONS

We are providing below long and short essay on rainy season in English. These rainy season essay have been written
in simple language, yet emphasis has.

Rain showers give them life once again and there is greenery all around. Birds, animals, plants and human
beings all welcome the rainy season because it gives them the much-needed relief. Flood system Rain water
stores in the ponds and rivers, but sometimes it overflowed in the rivers and ponds, so it becomes the reason of
flood. During this season the sky is overcast and masses of clouds move about. Cheers and joys return to life.
People eagerly await the rains and are delighted when the rainy season finally arrives. Sometimes, when there
is too much rain, there are floods. They face many issues by heavy rain. Conclusion The rainy season overall
comes with a lot of perks and a lot of disadvantages too. Be it the kids, who get to play in rain , be it a couple,
enjoying the romantic weather together, or be it the elders, sipping hot ginger tea together. It works as a stress
buster amid the daily grind. This causes a lot of damage. The average of recorded rainfall for the past 50 years
is 80 cms. While it is great that we are able to experience all these weathers living in just one place, the
extreme weather conditions at times become a pain in the neck. It begins to pour and water gushes out, causing
rivers to break banks. On the other hand, if the monsoon continues for too long, it leads to various diseases.
Rain gives crop which gives life. Use an umbrella or a raincoat with a hooded jacket and waterproof shoes.
Conclusion Nevertheless, despite all odds people in India still love this season because they all feel a relief
and get break from the summer heat. If there are no rains in a year, it causes great suffering to the people.
Sitting together at home with family and eating or favourite food, what can be a better time than this? The
sight of this place is simply breath-taking during this season. The children float their mimic paper boats in
some pool under the window of their houses. It is more important to conserve the rain water for future. It
spreads happiness all around. We sit and enjoy the weather long after we finish our dinner. By this gas forms,
the clouds give us the rain. The cool and comforting breeze is continuously blowing which is an added bonus
that the sky filled with dense clouds brings. Joys in rainy season It is more joyful season among four seasons
of the year. Ever imagined life without rain? They can sow and cultivate their fields.


